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A local squirrel stops to sample some of his food he has begun to gather
to store up for the long winter ahead. Chimes are he is glad he is not In
Colorado, where as much as two feet of sem. fell Tuesday. See story page
4. (Munniski photo)

Homecoming Queen
by Ken Brack
Staff Writer
A general student election on Thursday, Oct. 18 in the Memorial Union will
decide which of five finalists Will become
this year's Homecoming Queen, said
Tom Hansen, president of Senior Skulls.
The five finalists were chosen Monday
night by a selection conunittee which included William Lucy, awv-iate dean of
student activities and organizations,
Nancy_ _Dysart, assistant director of
alumni activities, and the presidents and
vice presidents of the Senior Skulls and
All Maine Women. The finalists are
Patricia Keith, Lynn Lapointe, Lee
Pillsbury, Heidi Joh Spiegel and Sue
Tarr.
Hansen said that of the original 18 applicants, each of the 10 semifinalists
chosen by the selection committee were
given a brief interview. The candidates
were asked questions concerning leadership abilaies, amount of campus involvement, school spirit and general character.
Each member of the selection committee rated the semifinalists from one
to 10, and Hansen said the vote was very
close
The five finalists will appear at the
50-yard line during the Homecoming
Weekend pregame show Oct. 20, The
Homecoming Queen will be announced
at that time.
Hansen said, "This year with
homecoming sort of fate, the selection

to

The reasons why people go hungry in
a world that produces plenty of food will
be the focus of Wednesday's World Food
Day Celebration at UMO, said an
associate professor of Social Welfare.
Dr. William Whitaker said the prograin will include speeches, discussions,
and exhibits by UMO faculty and staff
and educators from other institutions.
Anne Johnson, manager of dining
hall programs at UMO and an organizer
of the event, said she hopes the program
will "raise the consciousness of the campus to the problem of hunger.
"The more people who are aware of
the problem, the more that can be
done," she said.
Johnson said she and Whitaker participated in a "tele-conference on
hunger", which was shown on public
television Tuesday night. She said the
issues raised in the broadcast were of
particular interest to UMO and Maine.
Johnson said one issue raised in the
discussion is that American land and
water resources are finite. Soil erosion,
water table depletion, and chemical use
are depleting those resources, she said.
"This is especially relevant to Maine
where a lot of our potato land is literally going downstream," Johnson said.
The program will feature a talk by
Cornell University professor Dr. Michael
Latham on "Hunger in the Third World:
Production or Poverty?" in 101 Neville

Hall. Latham is the director of the Program in International Nutrition at Cornell, and has served on various national
and international groups studying world
food and nutrition issues.
Whitaker said his discussion "Why
Hunger?" will attempt to destroy a
number of common myths surrounding
hunger and food production. One of
these, he said, is the myth that there
simply is not enough food produced to
feed all the world's population.
"The problem is not that there isn't
enough food. It's rather that the food
produced is unevenly distributed,"
Whitaker said.
Whitaker said because "the United
States and Maine are part of the world
we should be aware of local hunger problems."
Severe reductions in food stamps by
the Reagan administration has strained
the ability of volunteer efforts, such as
soup lines, to put a dent in the hunger
problem, Whitaker said.
"Even with the enormous increase in
voluntary activity, i.e soup lines and
food kitchens, voluntary assistance-can
make up for one-tenth of Reagan's cutbacks:' Whitaker said.
"They (voluntary programs) are important but they just can't make up for
the gap caused by Reagan's cuts,"
Whitaker said.
The World Food Day Celebration at
UMO is being sponsored by Residential
Life
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by Ed Carroll
Staff Writer

Mechanical engineering students at UMO have a
new piece of equipment. a vibration analyzer,
presented to the College of Engineering and Science
by the Winslow plant of Scott Paper Company. The
analyzer measures machine vibrations and permits
the detection of mechanical failures before they actually occur. This permits downtime for repairs to
be scheduled at convenient times and stockpiling
replacement parts. The machine. which is being explained here by Thomas Dunn, (center) of the
14 nisi°. plant, will be used not only for student instruction but in university machine maintenance.
Dunn, a 197S mechanical engineering alumnus, said
that although the Scott Paper Company is replacing the machine with more sophisticated models,
"the fundamentals are still here and if students use
and understand this one, thes will be able to use a
newer model." N8 jib Dunn are two mechanical
engineering students, Chris Fineout of Belfast,(left)
and .41an Fuller of Orono. Fineout formerly worked at the Winslow plant. PICS photoi
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Blotter
by Patti B. Fink
Staff Writer
A Stillwater Avenue resident
reported finding slight damage
(estimated at S'75) to the right
front fender and bumper of his
car after having parked it at
7:30 a.m. Sept, 9 in the
Memorial Union lot.
A Forest Avenue resident
reported tbecheft of her Honda motorcycle from the bike
rack at the Memorial Union
(located by the west side, main
entrance). The victim reported
the motorcycle was parked at
aboutSAO p.m. Sept. 10. When
she returned at aprcatimatel)
11:30 p.m., the motorcycle was
missing.
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"Even if you're not an angel, you
can have your own Halo Hat just like mine.
All you do is send $1.00 and six wrappers from
Cadbury's new WISPA, the textured milk chocolate
bar—tastes like nothing on earth.,nd the Halo Hat,
of course, will go right to your hear
Bite it and believe! Peter Paul Cadbury
OK. I want to pin the WISPA
Angels Send inn my very own,
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(Suggested retail value $11 00)
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hat ordered (size adiustable)
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PO Boa 568
Wethersfield, CT 06109
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gmy male cat disappeared near N.
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Eurythmics Touch album
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Feminist theologian
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Benitez. Eurythmics vocalist Annie
Lennox wrote all of the material
for Touch with Dave Stewart.
With internationally best-selling
singles and albums and their
photos on major publications
throughout the world, Lennox and
Stewart are one of the most visible and acclaimed new music
groups of the past few years. They
were recently named "Best New
Artist in a Video," among the
highest honors handed out at last
month's First Annual MTV Video
Music Awards Show.
RCA will soon release
Eurythmics' soundtrack LP for the
upcoming film, 1984, starring
John Hurt and the late Richard
Burton, appearing in his last
theatrical feature.

New York, Oct. 15—RCA
Records has just announced that
Touch, Eurythmics' current smash
LP, is now certified platinum by
the Record Industry Association
of America. The designation
signifies album and cassette sales
in excess of one million units.
Produced by Eurythmics instrumentalist/composer Dave
Stewart, Touch has to date yielded the hit singles "Here Comes the
Rain Again," "Right By Your
Side," and "Who's That Girl?"
The cuts have also been translated
into celebrated music videos.
Touch spawned the popular Touch
Dance, an album of seven of the
original cuts remixed by such
dance masters as Francois
Kevorkian and John "Jellybean"

by Ed Carroll
Staff Writer
An important theologian, feminist,
professor and author will present a
feminist critique of Christian theology
in Neville Hall Thursday night.
Dr. Rosemary Ruether, a prolific
writer and a professor at GarrettEvangelical Theological Seminary, will
focus on " ... a systematic critique of
Christian theology from a feminist viewpoint, examining the basic teachings of
the Bible," said a press release
prepared by the Maine Christian
—
Association.
[he lecture if being sponsored by the
Maine Christian Association, Women in
the Curriculum, the Distinguished Lecture Series, and the departments of
English and philosophy.
Thomas Chittick, chaplain of the
Wilson Protestant Student Center, said
Ruether is part of the feminist movement
that has caused the western world to reexamine itself in the past 25 years
"Ruether is one of the most important
feminist thinkers," Chittick said, "and
as a chaplain, I wanted to bring in someone who can speak about that changa
from theological points."
Chittick said Ruether, unlike many
feminists, has refused to reject the Bible
and its patriarchal tradition. He said she
instead seeks to change the church from
within, looking for a nonsexist
understanding of Christianity, and a
review of the historical role of women.
Ruether has written over a dozen
books on various aspects of liberating
religion from sexism, and Chittick
described her as "radical within the
church, but fairly moderate as feminists
go."
Ruether is a board member of th
Democratic Socialists of America, bu
Chittick said while "her brand o
theology is not disconnected from
politics," her presentation will not
have a strong political theme.
Elaine Kruse, associate director o
Women in the Curriculum, also describ
ed Ruether as a leading feminis
theologian, and said the group is help
ing to sponsor the Ruether presentation
because "it is truly rare to get a speaker
of this stature on campus."
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Rosemary Ruether
Ruether will speak Thursday at 7:30
p.m. in 101 Neville Hall.
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World/U.S.News
Blizzard and tornadoesparalyze Midwest
(AP)—A blizzard paralyzed much of
Colorado with up to three feet of snow
Tuesday, forcing the Air Force Academy
to cancel classes and bringing business
and travel to a crawl. Snow and heavy
rain also fell over a wide area of the
Plains, while tornadoes and hail besieged Arkansas.

traffic death in Colorado and one in
Nevada, lashed snow into 4-foot drifts
at Limon, 100 miles east of Denver. Ten
inches was reported on the ground in
Denver, a foot in Colorado Springs and
greater depths in the mountain foothills,
36 inches in Woodland Park and 25 inches at Cripple Creek.

Heavy snow fell in parts of northern
Nevada and on the Sierra, and a winter
definitely bad,*
, said
storm warning covered all of the western
Mayme Thayer, a cook at the Rip Grifmountain area, including the Lake Tahoe
fin Truck Stop west of Limon, Cola, —Basin.
where about 150 people were gathered.
"It's blowing pretty hard, trucks are get, _ Strong, gusty winds were causing
hazardous driving conditions and drifring blown in the parking lot."
ting in the mountains and chains or
The storm, which was blamedfor one

In northwest Arkansas, baseball-sized
snow tires were required on most Sierra
passes. Interstate 80 over DonnereSum- hail fell at West Fork, about 10 miles
by
traffic
closed
south of Fayetteville, and high winds and
mit was intermittently
accidents, State troopers said.
at least two tornadoes destroyed 11
In North Dakota, a storm packing
homes, overturned mobile homes, dropwinds up to 60 mph toppled utility poles ped trees across highways and downed
and a nearly completed warehouse Tues- power lines, authorities said. No serious
day as it swept through the northern part injuries were reported.
of the state and up into Canada, leavThe National Weather service upgrading up to 5 inches of heavy, wet snow in
ed the Colorado storm to a blizzard in
some areas, authorities said.
Farther south across the Plains states, the northeastern part of the state at 4
there were violent-shunderstorms, hail a.m., when it said the region was in the
and high winds, but some snow-began throes of "a dangerous storm!' Later, the
falling overnight in northwestern Kansas -blizzard warning was downgraded to a
and forecasters said up to 4 inches of travelers' advisory in most areas.
snow might accumulate.

WORKFOR
THE FASTEST
GROWING AIRLINE
IN THE INDUSTRY.
PEOPLExpress is coming to campus in search of
CO-OP EDUCATION STUDENTS
SOPHOMORES...JUNIORS...
SENIORS...GRAD STUDENTS
START NOW AS A RESERVATIONS SALES ASSOCIATE Ibe II be the best point
of contact between PEOPLExpress and our customers, providing accurate
scheduling and price informatron—and selling seats for PEOPLExpress flights
',bull be based at NEWARK INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

THE JOB OFFERS ALL THIS:
•S5 00 an hour to start—with regular*/
scheduled rases
•UNLIMITED TRAVEL PRIVILEGES ON
PEOPLExpress(Not only for you but
spouses, too, after 30 days ol employment)
•FREE PARKING AT THE AIRPORT

THE MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM
HOURS YOU MAY WORK ARE:
•Minimum of 4 hours per clay
•Minimum 01 20 hours per week
•Maxmum 01 40 hours per week

TO OUALIF-X you must have a GPA of 2.5 or better, be currently enroked, be arect:Mre—and
have a mature attitude and business-like appearance. Previous work experience is a must
PRESENTATIONS AND INTERVIEWS WILL BE HELD ON TUESDAY, OCTOBER
23rd, FROM 1:00 P.M. TO 3:00 P.M. IN THE NORTH BANGOR ROOM 144. THE
MEMORIAL UNION BUILDING. PLEASE BRING A CURRENT TRANSCRIPT TO THE
INTERVIEW.
ECM.0000MMy E,,104:7W Mv
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'Wizard of Oz'
ruby slippers
stolen Oct. 4
SAN FRANCISCO (API—The ruby
slippers that Dorothy clicked three times
to take herself and Toto back to Kansas
in the movie "The Wizard of Oz" were
stolen Thursday, police reported.
Ted Smith told officers two men came
into his novelty store, Humpty-Dumpty
& Sons, pulled a gun aad demanded that
he place the size 6 shoes worn by Judy
Garland in the moviein an empty cardboard boa.
Smith said he took the dippers, which
police said he valued at $20,000, front
their place of honor on a red and white
gingham pillow in a locked cabinet and
put them in the box.
"Of all the things for them to take,'
lamented Smith, a professional clown
who said he bought the shoes ten years
ago from a man who had worked in the
wardrobe department at MGM Studios,
Smith declined to say what he paid for
the red-sequined, leather-lined, bowed
slippers with the label, "Innes Shoe Co.
Hollywood-Pasadena-Los Angeles;' but
said he was offering a $10,000 reward for
their return.
Smith said the slippers, which also
had Garland's name in them, were ones
of six pair made for her to niaat in, the
1939 MGM film.
Smith said the thieves obviously were
not "Wizard of oe fans. "I thins
they're "Wizard of Oz" haters because
anybody who would do anything like
this could never appreciate the "Wizard
of Oz" for all its goodnes:' he said.
"They must be on the wicked witch's
side"

ZOOLOGY
Junior English
Proficiency Exam
Monday, Oct. 22
7:00 PM
102 Murray Hall
Required for Graduation`
All Zoology
(and Biology ABS)
Juniors
must take this exam!
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(API—Walter F. Mondale charged Tuesday that George Bush was
a "political hit-and-run driver and
he's hit us with a false charge" on
Lebanon, while President Reagan
attacked his Democratic opponent
for what he said about the Iranian
hostage crisis and didn't say about
the Rev. Jesse Jackson.
The emphasis Thesday was on
foreign policy as the two presidential candidates looked to their second and final debate Sunday.
However, the age issue surfaced
again, when Geraldine Ferraro said
voters should consider Reagan's
age----.73— when they go to the
polls in November. Reagan dodged the issue with humor, declaring,
"I'm not really this old. They mixed up the babies in the
hospital."
Mondale and Ferraro lambasted
Bush for his continued insistence
that they had suggested that U.S.
servicemen died in shame in
Lebanon.
Citing several news stories and
using two dictionaries, Bush told
reporters in Los Angeles, "Mr.
Mondale and Mrs. Ferraro can
argue all they want, they can demand apologies every day. But the
fact of the matter is, accusing
young men of dying without a purpose and for no reason is, in the
lexicon of the American people, a
shame."
In a brief San Francisco news
conference. Mondale said Bush
was -trying to avoid his responsibility. He should stand up like a
man and apologize.
"The American people see
somebody, sort of like a political
hit-and-run driver, and he's hit us
with a false charge," the
Democratic presidential candidate
said.
Speaking to students at the College of DuPage in Glen Ellyn. Ill.,
Reagan attacked Mondale for
remarks he allegedly made on Iran
and for not distancing himself
from Jackson.
"My opponent failed to
repudiate the Rev. Jesse Jackson
when he went to Havana, stood
with Fidel Castro and cried,'Long
live Cuba ... long live Castro ...
long live Che Guevara'," Reagan
said. However, Reagan did not
deliver the entire quote.
In a June 27 speech at the
University of Havana. Jackam.
had said, "Long live Cuba, uptsit
live the United States. Long live
Castro. Long live Martin Luther
King Jr. Long live Che Guevara
Long live Patrice Lumumba. And
long live ow drive for freedom."

The Store
26 Mill St

866 4110

Possible child murders investigated
JORDAN, Minn.(API—Reports that
up to six children were murdered after
appearing in pornographic photos were
being investigated by police Tuesday,
following a prosecutor's claim that child
sex abuse charges against 23 adults were
dropped to protect an investigation "of
great magnitude."
"The information was given by some
of the children to police investigators
and in turn we're reviewing it," said
Dean Johnson, deputy chief of Jordan
police.
"At this time we're just reviewing the
information that we've received and
following it up to see if the allegations
are true or not," Johnson said. "The
Minnesota Bureau of Criminal Apprehension and other Scott County
police agencies are doing the investigation and looking into the alleged child
mu rders. A copyright story in the Minneapolis
Star & Thibune, quoting unidentified
sources, said the murder investigation
was based on what children of former
defendants in the Jordan sex ring cases
said they saw or heard.

"We're looking for dead bodies of
kids," the newspaper quoted an
unidentified source as saying. "We may
have gotten into this too deep ... but
we're looking for bodies. There are
reports of children mysteriously appearing and then disappearing."
None of the children of former defendants or any other children are known
to be missing in Jordan, a small town 40
miles southwest of Minneapolis and the
base of what authorities said were two
interlocking child sex rings.
The newspapers said children told investigators that the body of a child was
buried in back of a defendant's home
within the Jordan city limits and that
another body was buried in the woods
behind a defendant's home in Prior
Lake. The body of another child was
dumped in the Minnesota River near
County Road 9, the newspaper said.
Scott County Attorney Kathleen Morris would not comment on this
newspaper account.
"All I can tell you is what's in the
statement," Morris said, referring to
to a document released by her office

which said a criminal investigation "of
great magnitude" was in progress.
Dan Anderson, an FBI special agent
in Minneapolis, said his office has
responsibility for investigating pornography involving interstate commerce,
but said he was not aware of an
investigation.
Meanwhile, the residents of Jordan espressed disappointment, anger and
relief, but mostly confusion after prosecutors dropped child sex abuse charges
against 2.3 residents who had been charged with sexually abusing children.
Morris said in her statement the
charges were dropped to prevent the
Dakota County District Court's
disclosure of 126 pages of sealed police
notes pertaining to "an investigation of
great magnitude."
Carol Grant, an attorney waiting to
defend Greg Myers before child sex
abuse charges were dropped Monday,
said the secret notes about murder and
pornography would have discredited
young witnesses and harmed the county's case.

IN 1960,THE PILL GAVE
WOMEN A NEW FREEDOM.
IN 1984,THE SPONGE GIVES
WOMEN A NEW CHOICE.
Its been a long time Twenty-four years,
and there hasn't been a sensible new option
in birth control.
Until Today. Today.the 24-hour
Contraceptive Sponge.
Today is a soft, comfortable sponge that contains
Nonozyno1-9,the same effective spermicide women
have been using for over 20 years.
The Sponge is easy to use You just moisten it thoroughly with
water and insert it like a tampon,and it works for a full 24 hours.
Vi'ith The Sponge, you don't have to worry about hormonal side effects.
And no•other non-prescription vaginal contraceptive has been proven more
effective'"' Its been through seven years of extensive testing, and over 17 million
Sponges have been sold.
Of course, you don't need a prescription for The Sponge It can be found
at your local drug store and at selected supermarkets In the 3-pack or convenient
12-pack.
And the Today Sponge is the ority contraceptive that comes with someone
to talk to: our 24-hour Today TalkLine. If you have any questions; or you're just
wondering if The Sponge is right for you, visit your student health center or give
us it call at 800-223-2329 I In California.800-222-23291
Finally, you have the spontaneity you want and the protection you need. But,
best of all. you have another choice you never had before
Until Today

SAVE $1.00
ON TWO 3-PACKS OR ONE 12-PACK.
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Calling the shots

Editorial

MICHAEL HARMAN

Records

A Democratic solution

H

in the U.S. Senate which calls for public financing
of Senate races. Under this plan the government
would provide matching funds for individual contributions made to campaigns.

ouse Majority Leader Elizabeth (Libby)
H. Mitchell has openly voiced her
opposition to candidates accepting monies
from political action committees to fund their campaigns. This has been her stand since she announced her candidacy for the United States Senate Feb.
14 against incumbent Senator William S. Cohen.

The plan demonstrates the great Democratic
solution that believes tax-payers should be held
responsible for all the_sholits.otninwof
government.

Mitchell has consistently criticized Cohen for accepting PAC contributions during his campaign
and is trying to convince Maine voters that this
fact should help convince them to vote against him
in November. Mitchell is giving the PAC issue
much more airplay than it deserves. She is trying
desperately to condemn Cohen for using funds that
most every political candidate has used to get into
office.

Mitchell's opposition to PACs is admirable but
the solution she advocates is not. The American
public should not have to pay for the failures of
government.
This Democratic solution, on the state as well as
on the national level, is not acceptable. American
citizens do not want their pocketbooks used as an
immediate solution fund for the Democratic party.

Mitchell's argument is that PACs buy candidates.
She contends that candidates, after accepting PAC
monies, feel obligated to support congressional
measures favorable to the PACs. It is indeed a
viable argument.

Mitchell, if truly concerned for the well-being of
people, should continue her battle against PACs
but should find an alternative that will not lease
tax-payers to foot the bill.

Mitchell's solution to the problem of PAC influence runs uo-to par with normal Democratic
operations. She advocates a plan that is currently

Don Linscott

Coming soon to the
Maine Campus
Garry Trudeau's hit
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I was looking through the 1984 Guinness Book of World Records the other
day when I noticed several records that
the population of UMO could claim for
their very own. I'm sure the Guinness
people have never been to Orono for if
they had, a lot of those records would
no longer be standing. For examples:
_ Guinness says the record for motionlessness is 8 hr. 35 min. held by Bill
-.
-Fuqua of Corpus Christi, Texas. Not so.
— Al a Sig Ep party some ante ago I saw
some dude wired to the ironS on acid,
rooted in place, eyes straight ahead and
glassy. He never moved in the many.
hours I was there, and he may be there
still.
Guinness says the longest hunger
- strike was endured by nine Irishmen in
_1920, who went 94 days without food.
That can't compare to the people who
eat in Res Life's cafeteria's and must go
nine months without real food.
Guinness says the most alcoholic person in the world drank 35,688 bottles in
his lifetime. Ha! When I was in Oxford
Hall there were a couple of 7th year
undergraduates who had done that while
in college.
Guinness says the fastest human computer, William Klein, can extract the 13th
root of a 100-digit number in 1 min.,
28.8 seconds. UMO Journalism Professor Paul Grosswiler is famed for his
ability to add and average a whole
semester's grade and find it to be less
than passing in five seconds flat. This
leads to another world's record: The
longest, most agonizing human moan
which is uttered by journalism students
when they realize thay have to take lab
over again.
Guinness says the highest and lowest
ranges of the human voice are E in allaltissimo and A'. There's A psychology
lecturer here at UMZero who not only
can exceed those limits, she can do it in
the same sentence...she can do it in the
same word if it's long enough.
Guinness says John F. Kennedy,
former president of the United States,
was the fastest public speaker on record.
He once hit 327 words in one minute.
The Guinness people have never seen the
Board of Trustees in a hot argument, or
they'd never let a mere 327 wpm stand
as a record.
Guinness says a 17-year-old California
youth was hit by and survived a 230,000
volt blast of power while on a highpower transformer line in 1967. In 1981,
while the LA was off to the can, one of
the guys in my 7.0-4 lab hooked himself
up to the weird looking rig the T/A had
been roasting live frogs with. By the look
on his face when we threw the switch, he
must've sucked up at least a half a
million volts.
Guinness says the normal intelligible
range for the human voice is 200 yards.
They haven't met my roommate. That
woman's voice can cut a steel plate. I'd
estimate she can be heard ten miles upwind in a hurricane., if she's mad enough.
Guinness claims a 69 decibal snore as
the loudest and 15 weeks of snoring as
the most continuous. If they put their
researchers in ANY class that meets in
101 Neville Hall, they'd see that record
smashed. 101 is far too comfortable to
be a classroom, but it's just right for a
mass nap-attack.
Next year the Guinness people are
welcome to stop by the Big0 for awhile.
I'll bet they go home damned impressed.
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Behind partisan voter registration

when writing

for the cards, sorting them out,
Republican that I would be glad
to sign his card later that after- and paying the postage for
mailing them to the registrars.
As one of the notaries noon in my office. All of the
It would be inapropriate to ask
registering voters for the Maine students who wished to register
inforgiven
Democratic Party to underwere
the
Republicans
State Democratic Committee as
take these expenses for
mation on where they could
table on Monday, Oct. 8, I am
Republican registrants, at least
writing to clarify why students register, so there was no prowhen alternative means of
wishing to register as blem, as your headline sugregistering were readily available
gested, that any students were
Republicans were not registered
to the students. This was my
at the table. Legally, notaries are "unable to register." My
own judgement, and not the
not required to sign any docu- reason for refusing to sign
policy of the University
ment, including voter registra- Republican registrants springs
Democrats or the Maine State
her bid to unseat State Senator tion cards. Personally. I have not from my own personal parthe
Democratic Committee.
he
rather
from
and
but
that
tisan views,
Ken Hayes, but I feel
registered both Democratic
should be more concerned with Republican voters in non- fact that I was volunteering my
his own race, and the issues that partisan registration drives, and services that day for a partisan
Michael Howard
surround it. Mr. Bott is not run- I told students wishing to registration effort. The
Orono
ning for State Senator and he is register at the table as Democratic Party was paying
not in contention for any other
district. He is a candidate from
D,strict 130 (Orono) against
Jon Lindsay, and -that is where
his priorities should rest.
, —
—
I would like the opportunity
1.000 114e60Y5
to compare the candidates on
the basis of where they stand on
A FIR61 RATe 90)14A/141•••
AT
certain issues such as the proA RePL tlAtireA
perty tax situation in this town,
S
'
fe
1
TV
0%46
including fraternities, and just
0Y 5prffektx,
orrieR 6
how far each candidate is willc4e..1k FAL-1'5 Liakae
ing to go in their support for
AtOolJD
0
education. I want to know why
7 ctiM5144
He Jwir Le-r4 4i,
Jon Lindsay was endorsed by
Stiow Rou6H!
the Maine Teachers Association
and John Bott was not. But
most of all, and I think most
students feel this way, I would
like to be informed before I
vote.
Based on all of the above, 1
would like to see a debate between Bott and Lindsay. I think
it would be a constructive
method of informing the people of this district of where the
candidates stand, so that we can
make a clear and open decision
on who we would like • to send
to Augusta.

The Maine Campus welcomes letters to the editor and commentaries. Letters.slamild be 300 words or less; commentaries
should be about'450 words. Anonymous letters and commentaries are welcollite , but names will be withheld from publication only under special circumstances. The Maine Campus
reserves the right to edit letters and commentaries for length,
taste and libel.
:

To the editor:

Debate challenge unmet
To the editor:
In early September Jon Lindsay challenged John Bott to a
debate through a press release
issued to the Maine Campus
and the Old Town/Orono
Times. It was printed in the
Times, but failed to make print
in the Campus, for reasons that
are no longer important.
On Wednesday, September
26, the Presidents of the All
Maine Women and the Senior
Skulls, Mr. Bott, Mr. Lindsay,
and myself gathered in a room
in the Memorial Union to sort
out the particulars of the
debate. Unfortunately, we never
got that far.
It seems that Mr. Bott decided he did not want to meet Mr.
Lindsay in a face to face debate,
but would rather share a "Candidates Night" with the other
area candidates. he stood by this
position despite the fact that
two of the candidates have
decided not to participate in
this type of forum. I would see
Mr. Bott's point had all six area
candidates agreed to participate, but that is not the case.
Mr. Bott seems very concerned about his friends, and the
fact that some of the candidates
do not have very much etposure
on the UMO campus. I can
understand Mr. Bolt's concern,
and that he wants to help his
friend, Mary Ellen Maybury, in

ReALLY

Gcrr Tt-te

Paul Davis
Delta Upsilon
egry Zabieki

Commentary

America's apathy and extremism
n a world of terrorism and ettrernists,America
once stood as an island of apathy.
Now weseem to be an improbable mixture
of apathy and extremism.
America is involved in a struggle to find a balance
between apathy, activism and extremism. While we
do not have our world share of text-book terrorists
destroying our political buildings and officials, there
are other intrinsically destructive terrorist ideologies
seeking to undermine a free-thinking society.
During every election yrear, more single-issue
voters emerge. The issue that they support with
fanaticism is not as important as the implications
of choosing elected officials based on one element
of their campaign only.
Gun control, balanced budget amendments,
prayer in schools. abortion, ERA, nuclear freeze,
and environmental concerns are a few of the issues
that have helped to elevate America out of the pit
of apathy. But what have these issues raised us to?
It seems the single-issue voters are an odd combination of of apathy and a kind of terrorism within
one body. Ignoring all factors in a politician's cam-

I

to
paign except the one of interest is a strange way
vote.
exof
signs
obvious
Other countries have more
tremism and terrorism, yet the labels of who is terrorizing whom is often difficult to pin down.
Ireland has been torn apart for centuries by
England's accepted colonialism. Organized terrorism of Catholics in that country has spurred the
Catholic's own terrorist organization, the IRA. The
IRA is regarded with mixed aprehassion and pride
by the Irish. With the recent bombing of the hotel
in England, the IRA faces more mixed reactions to
reactions,
its adatence in its homeland. Whatever the
it is not likely they will be of an apathetic nature.
Who are the real terrorists here?
In South Africa, the blacks are turning against
their own in the frustration of living in a land where
although they are a majority, have no representation in government. Who are the terrorists in South
Africa? The white government who granted
representation to mixed race and Indian citizens
while ignoring the blacks? Or the blacks who are
rioting in their own neighborhoods?
It seems strange that apathy and terrorism can ex-

ilk

tat in such proportions in the world yet be treated
with such indiference by Americans. We know that
in some countries -terrorism is a daily threat. Extremists ire canitissni moderates.
are often waleIslisslillpicksX
subdratinons
n;
nritgans
I. SainnIss.
mop
talkatotnisidesSibOli
tssalist vane on without an
ts
i

Zl

baleen:wry, moderates are
suiplcion.from both aides. Liberal
wee* the Daseglis as agents to
vote Republican. Thef are seen by
as subversives, thmatening to stain the
of the Republicans.
Democrats who may be considered :lig' htly "right
of center." an similarly charged with selling out
to the conservatives.
Any pressure on a segment of society which forms
them to vote for a candidate based on a single issue
is a form of terrorism. It exemplifies the the tunnel
vision of extremists.
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Sports

by Gina Ferazzi
Staff Writer
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Soccer team beats Husson College 3-1
by Rich Garven
Staff Writer

The UMO soccer team scored three
goals in the first half to beat Husson
College 3-1 Tuesday in Orono for its
third win a row.
The school record is four wins in a row
set in 1970. Maine will have a chance to
Air—the record when it plays the University of Vermont Saturday.
The Bears are now 7-6 on the-season
while Husson drops to 3-8-1.
Maine scored first when David Andreasen took a crossing pass from forward Jay Hedlund and kicked the ball
past Husson goalkeeper Randy Harris.
It was Andreasen's second goal of the
season and came 9:10 into play.
Steve Beradi scored the gamewinning
goal when he beat Harris to his right on
a penalty kick. It was Berades first goal
of the season and came with 7:30 left in
the first half.
Maine was awarded a penalty kick
when forward Scott Atherley was tripped in the penalty area by Husson's Jeff
Hunt.
Atherley took a pass from captain
Ron Robillard and dribbled the ball
down the sideline before turning towards
the goal. Hunt then pulled him down
from behind.
Atherley said he was trying to get a
shot off on the play.

"I was looking for the good shot and
trying to take it to the baseline."
Atherley said. "I was taken down in the
process of shooting."
This was the second game in a row the
Bears won with a penalty kick. On,
Saturday Maine beat Plymouth State
College 3-0 as goalie Jeff Spring scored
the game-winning goal on a penalty
kick.
Maine head coach Jim Dyer said
Spring usually takes all penalty kicks,
but against Husson he let Berarde take
it to give more people a chance to score.
The shutout was Spring's fifth of the
season, tying him with John Hackett
(1973) and Dave LaPrise (1980) for the
school record. Maine has five remaining
games in which Spring can attempt to
set the record.
Atherley then scored with one minute
left in the half to give Maine a 3-0 lead.
It was Atherley's fourth goal of the
season, tying him with Jay Hedlund for
the team lead.
Atherley took a pass from Andreasen
on the left sideline at midfield and headed toward the Husson goal. He faked a
shot just inside the penalty area that
caused Hunt to hesitate and took two
more steps toward the goal and took a
shot that beat Harris to his right.
Atherley said the fake was something
he didn't think about doing.
"It (a move) just comes," Atherley
said"l saw him go one way and I went

Support
4
:11)

UMO's David Andreasen kicks the ball past Husson's Jeff Hunt (6) and
goalie Randy Harris for a score in Tuesday's game. (McMahon photo).
the other."
Hams plays for the Hasson basketball
and baseball teams and hadn't played
soccer since high school.
Husson coach Mark Franchi said he
recruited Harris to play for the Braves
six days ago as a result of five players

quitting the team and one being
suspended.
"Eight players just started last Thursday and most of the players don't have
the ability of the Maine players,"
Franchi said. "There's nothing you can
(see SOCCER page 10)
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Field hockey team splits pair over weekend
by Gina Ferazzi
Staff Writer

The UMO field hockey team brought
its record back up to .500 after defeating
the University of Southern Maine 3-1
Friday but dropped to 5-6 after a 2-1 loss
to Plymouth State Saturday at Orono.
Bdth USM and Plymouth State are
Division III schools.
Maine coach Jeri Waterhouse said her
team is physically tired after having
played six road games in the last 12 days.
"We played effectively against USM
but can play better," Waterhouse said.
In Friday's game, loose passing and
little ball control plagued the first half
of play.
Being a Division III school, "USM's
caliber of play is so different than what
we are use to," Waterhouse said.
Maine's right wing Laurie Carroll put
the Bears on top with an angled drive
past USM's goalie Mary late Mazzaro
18:00 into the half. Then Maine's left
wing Allison McBurnie scored on a

stick-touch at the 31:40 mark giving the
Bears a 2-0 lead at halftime.
in the second half. USM scored off a
penalty corner at 6:35. Sandy Crosby
scored off a drive to goal by Stephanie
Irish. The shot was just out of reach of
Maine goalie Tina Ouellette.
Wendy Nadeau secured Maine's lead,
scoring on a breakaway at 26:24.
Maine had 15 shots on goal to USM's
seven. USM's record is now 6-7.
Maine assistant coach Rindy Fogler
said Maine was playing conservatively
because they knew they had a big game
against Plymouth State the next day.
Plymouth State's Terry Galley scored
first off a penalty stroke early in the first
half. Maine goalie Ouellette sat on the
ball causing the officials to award
Plymouth State the free shot on goal.
Plymouth State's 1-0 lead didn't last
long as Maine's Connie Dumais scored
unassisted at 9:39.
Both teams had numerous scoring opportunities, but the tie wasn't broken until midway through the second half.
Cindi Ingerson scored the game win

ner on a Beth Hamilton assist at 17:40.
This is the fourth straight year Maine
has lost to Plymouth State now 9-1.
Plymouth State had 21 shots on goal
to Maine's 10, while Ouellette had 13
saves to Robyn Krasko's eight. Maine
had two more penalty corners than

Plymouth State with 10 and six defer'.
sive saves to their one.
Maine's non home game is at 11:30
a.m. Saturday against the University of
New Brunswick. They will travel to the
University of Maine, Farmington
Wednesday for the last scheduled away
game.
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Personals
$7.99
plus as & Cle0

send to:
Maine
Campus
107
Lord Hall

GREAT JOB
OPPORTUNITIES
STUDENT CO-OP
POSITIONS
To work full time from
January 1st to August
31st, 1985.
Maine Yankee Atomic
Power Company has openings for Co-op Students
starting January 1985.

$5.99
plus tax & dap

$3.99
plus tax

---- 2 for 996
pluS as & dap

996

midnight.
Deadline:
Thurs
Oct. 18
10:00 a m

acquiring
If you are interested in earning excellent wages while
work experience in your major with possible future
employment opportunities, we have 19 co-op positions available
for B.S. candidates in the following majors:
• Mechanical Engineering
• Electrical Engineering
• Engineering Physics
• Computer Science
Co-op
Please contact Kay Marcoux, Ext. 1344 at your
office.
bring
Interviewers will be on campus November 2, 1984, please
your resume and transcript with you.
Equal Opportuntty Employer 1St F
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Boston trades Henders9n
to Seattle for draft pick

Linebacker Matt Coons had as outstanding pose against Delmore Saturday with 20 taeldeL Maim lost to the Blue Hens 37-7 and its record dropped
to I'S. See Thursday's paper for rebated story. (McMahon photo).

BOSTON (AP) - Guard Gerald
Henderson, who ended a contract
dispute with Boston by signing with the
Celtics last Friday, was traded to the
Seattle Supersonics for a first-round
draft choice in 1986.
Henderson, 28, was a starter last
season when the Celtics won their 15th
National Basketball Association title. He
became the hero of the second game of
the playoff finals against Los Angeles
Worthy
when he stole a pass by James
and went in for a game-tying layup with
II seconds remaining.
. Boston won the game in overtime
124-121 to even the series, which it went
on to win in seven games.
"In most trades, you must give
something to get something," Celtics'
General Manager Jan Volk said in a
statement released by the club. "With the
surplus of talent at our guard position
presently, this trade gives us the opportunity to project our needs for the
future."

The depaiture of Henderson, a fiveyear veteran, apparently means Danny
Ainge, who has played well during the
exhibition season, will join Dennis
Johnson in the starting backcourt. The
surprising play of Rick Carlisle, a thirdround draft choice this year from
Virginia, helped make Henderson
expendable.
Boston's other guards include veteran
Quinn Buckner and Carlos Clark, a
fourth -round pick last year from
Mississippi. The Celtics also have
swingman ML Carr, Scott Wedman
and Michael Young, their first-round
draft choice from Houston.
After holding out for much of training camp, Henderson signed with
Boston for an estimated 5325,00 per year
for four years. The team did not release
details of the pact.
He practiced with the club Saturday,
then was scoreless in six minutes in Sunday night's 11.0-101 preseason victory
over Utah.

• Soccer

The Maine Campus...
is looking for a typesetter willing to work
from 1-4 p.m. or 2-5 p.m. Sunday through
Thursday.
Must be able to type 80 words per minute.
Word processor experience preferred. This
is a salaried position.
Please call 1271 or drop a resume off in the
basement of Lord Hall at the Maine Campus.

(Continued
/

do about that. We were chasing shadows
out there.
"Maine was creating space for
themselves and you can't kid yourself. /
You need years to get that way and weve/
had days."
In the second half Dyer rested eight
of his starters to give the reserves playing time.
Husson scored its only goal of the
game when Hunt took a shot that
goalkeeper David Roy stopped, but
couldn't hold onto. Rob Sr. John headed the loose ball into [115...het 5:45 into
.•
the second half.
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It was the first time Roy had played
since Sept. 9 when he played 18 minutes
against Mt. Allison University.
Dyer said Maine's gameplan was to
make the most of its technical skill and
not just kick the ball around.
"Just playing quickly and playing to
the players feet," Dyer said. "Using
our technical skill we were head and
shoulders above them."
Maine outshot Husson 21-8 for the
game. Spring and Roy combined to
make six saves, while Harris had nine

Th

saves,

Urgent Care

CERTIFIED FAMILY PHYSICIANS TREATING ALL AGES • NO APPOINTMENT NEEDED
MtNIMAL OR NO WAITING • OPEN EVERY DAY AND EVERY EVENING
365 DAYS X.RAY, EKG. LAB. AND FUNCTION TESTING

Thl

11'

••••••••••••••••••••.-••••••••••••••••

2 MINUTE DRIVE FROM CAMPUS
TREATING

ROSEMARY RUETHER
LEADING CHRISTIAN THEOLOGIAN

GOD
AND SEX
'1 • IS GOD SEXUAL

7

CAN BIBLE LANGUAGE BE CHANGED 7
( • MALE AND FEMALE ROLES IN RELIGION
• CAN A MALE SAVIOR SAVE WOMEN
•

THURSDAY,
OCTOBER 18, 1984

FRACTURES • SPRAINS • MINOR SURGERY
MEDICAL • EMOTIONAL • PHYSICALS
ACCIDENTS • WORKMAN'S COMP • DIAGNOSTIC
VISA MASTERCARD CHECK OR CASH ACCEPTED
INSURANCE FORMS PREPARED FOR YOU AT NO CHARGE
PAYMENT AT TIME OF SERVICE ALLOWS REASONABLE FEES

G ues
will ta

•

303 MAIN STREET, ORONO 866-5561

TENORS NEEDED
Oratorio Society
Dr. Dennis Cox, conductor
•

7 30pm
101 NEVILLE HALL

•
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Rehearsals:
Thursday
7:00 - 9:00 PM
Lord Hall
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Golf team finishes 18th
in ECAC championships
by Steve Bullard
Staff Writer
The UMO golf team suffered a poor
first round of play Sunday, dragging the
Black Bears down to an 18th place finish
out of 20 teams in the 1984 Fall ECAC
Golf Championship held Sunday and
Monday at the par-70 Essex Country
Club in Manchester, Mass.
Central Connecticut State shot 61210
win the tournament, followed by St.
John's 618, Amherst 621, Indiana 626,
Glannon 633, Villanova 634, Salem State
and Bryant 635, Army 636, Princeton
and Yale 638, Worcester State 640,
Ramapo State 641, East Stroudsberg
State 642, Hartford 643, Rochester 648,
Lowell 641, Maine 655, Oswego State 681
and St. Michael's 683.
Ed Weder of Ramapo shot 75-73-148
to tie Greg Cate of Central Connecticut,
who shot 74-74-148, and Weder won the
individual title in sudden death.
The Black Bears struggled to a 333
opening day score on the wind swept
course, and came back the second day
with a respectable 322.
"We took ourselves right out of it the
first day," Maine assistant coach Art
Guesman said. "Golf is a game of ifs,
but if we had shot just our normal
rounds we could have been right in the
middle of it.
S7
,
9925295,57
,
rc

"I was very pleased with the way the
team came back the second day instead
of just quitting. There was some pride
involved. It was an indication we can
play some decent golf."
John Hickson led Maine the first day
with a 79, followed by Chip Ranco's 81,
Guy Gagnon's 86, Keith Patterson's 87
and Scott Storgaard's 92 (the top four
scores each day count).
Ranco, who played very well both
days, was badly hurt by a 6-over-par 9
on the par-3 11th hole. He drove into a
sand trap on the right side of the green,
then hit two balls out which skipped over
the green and down a steep incline into
the woods where they were lost. A bogey
on that hole would have placed Ranco,
only a sophomore, in the tournament's
top 10 individuals after his second day
77.
Patterson, Maine's number one man,
hit two shots out of bounds on the par-5
third hole, taking a 10 enroute to his 87.
Both Rance and Patterson came back
strongly the second day, Ranco shooting
77 and Patterson 78. Storgaard added an
83, Gagnon an 84 and Hickson an 86.
The tournament was the last fall event
for Patterson and Gagnon, who are both
seniors.
The Black Bears finished the season
with an overall record of 53-36-1.

62999525W95252525252952-92
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Thursday, October 18
7:00 PM
100 Neville Hall
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Guest speaker Tammy Grossman
will talk about 'Women in Industry'
Refreshments will be served

16-5561

z

•
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The UMO hockey team ceiebrates a goal in Saturday's 6-3 loss to New
Brunswick. The Bears (hen lost to New Hampshire 4-2 Tuesday nigh( in
Durham. Maine is now 0-2 on the season. See Thursday's paper for related
story (Ferazzi plIpto)

Escape to "The Woods':..
Evergreen Apartments—New 1
bedroom fully furnished apartments
with all utilities included.
Whispering Pines—Luxury 2
bedroom condominium townhouses
conveniently located near campus.
Models open for inspection.
Cali

RI. Realty Management
942-4815
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Danny Bra yall
1

love Danny!'
If you like Ray Boston, you'll

Grizzly Beer Promo Night
Free T-shirts & Hats
$1.00 cover
beverages to
Barstan's Is offering 25 non-alcohollc
To encourage driver safety,
• vehicle,
trim or herself as an operator of
any Nelson who identifies

e

THE FRATERNITY FOR LIFE

OPEN RUSH
Thursday Oct 18
7:00-9:00 p.m.
Pizza Party
TKE fraternity invites all undergraduate men
to an open rush pizza party
TKE
370 College Ave. •
(Next to the
Alfond Arena)

•

•
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TODAY IS WORLD FOOD DAY
Program Schedule.
Noon
Sutton Lounge
1:00 P.M.
Sutton Lounge

FILMS
'Why Hunger?'
Dr. William H. Whitaker
Assoc Prof. of Social Welfare, UMO

2:15 P.M.
Sutton Lounge

'Assistance for the Hungry in Jamaica:
The Give & Take of Aid'
Dr. Deborah A. Ahern
Assist. Prof. In Human Nutrition di Food, UMO

8:00 P.M.
101 Neville Hall

'Hunger in the Third World:
Production and Poverty'
Dr. Michael C. Latham
Prof. & Director Program of International
Nutrition, Cornell University, member of the
U.S. National Academy of Sciences and
FAO/WHO EXPERT Committee on Nutrition.
Formerly a consultant to UNICEF, The World
Bank & U.S. Senate Committees.

The chaplains of the Orono Campus Ministries are, from left to right: Larry Conley,
Malcolm Burson, Peggy Cummins, Tom Chittick, and Marie MacDonald.

Chaplains in the Complexes
Beginning this year, some ness volunteer members have been added to the
complex staffs. The five professional campus ministers at UMO, who together
operate under the name Orono Campus Ministries, are each assigned to serve
one of the complexes as counselors and pastors for the personal, religious,
and academic needs of students and staff. As part of their work, they attend
weekly RD meetings, RA meetings on an occaisonal basis, and will be available
to floor and dorm units on request to lead programs. While no firm commitments have yet been made, they are willing to lead programs and discussions in areas such as female/male relationships, sexuality, personal growth,
and in the general area of ethics and religion.
The five chaplains, and the complexes they serve, are: Fr. Malcolm Burson, Episcopal chaplain, at Hilltop; Sister Peggy Cummins, Roman Catholic
campus minister, in York; The Reverend Tom Chittick, Maine Christian
Association pastor, in Wells; Sister Marie MacDonald, Roman Catholic campus minister, in Stodder; and Fr. Larry Conley, Roman Catholic campus
minister in Stewert. Each plans to eat occaisonal meals in their complexes,
and to have regular hours during which they would be available for counseling and just talking to residents. So far, Malcolm Burson plans to have 'office hours' on the first floor of Oxford on Thursday evenings from 5:45 to
7:30, and Peggy Cummins will be in the York complex on Tuesdays. Regular
hours for the others will be announced in each complex.
For information about programs and services that the chaplain in your complex can provide, see your RD.

Attention All Juniors
rhe Office of Career Planning & Placement sponsors a Part- Time & Summer Jobs Promam.Part of the program is designed to assist students, especially
Juniors, in finding summer jobs related to their professional career goals.
Students are prepared for their summer job hunt by participating in resume
writing, interviewing and job search workshops. We have an extensive summer job file for students to view, plus several companies and organizations
will be conducting on-campus interviews for summer employment.
YOU CAN PARTICIPATE BY ATTENDING ONE OF THE SUMMER
JOBS ORIENTATION SESSIONS TO BE HELD: Thesday, October 23rd,
at 2:00 p.m. or Wednesday. November 7th at 10:00 a.m. Both will be held
in the North Lown Room of the Memorial Union. For further information
contact: The Part-Time & Summer Jobs Program, Office of Career Planning
& Placement, basement, Wingate Hall; Telephone: 581-1343.

Preventive Medicine
Program

Hilltop Health Club
Bike Race

The Preventive Medicine Program
(PMP)at the Cutler Health Center offers free screening tests and health information to anyone interested in
health maintenance. On campus, most
students are healthy, but many students
still have concerns and questions about
their health. The PMP staff can help
answer many of these questions, or can
direct students to resources on campus
which can provide answers. It is the
PMP's aim to make students aware of
health risks, especially related to diet,
exercise and stress, and help them to
learn a preventative approach to health
care which will help them to stay well
for years to come.
During the health screening, the
PMP student staff take blood pressure,
lung function, skinfold and visual
acuity measurements. Students are also
asked about family health history with
explanation given regarding the relationship of family medical history to
one's own health. If problems are
found during the screening, the student
is recalled for another screening or
referred to the medical professionals at
the Health Center for appropriate
evaluation and/or treatment.
This year the PMP will be doing
their health screening program in all
residence halls, in most fraternities and
in the union. Three clinics a week are
also held in the Health Center.
Students wishing to have screenings or
information can call 581-4013Or go to
the PMP clinic located in the Cutler
Health Center. Clinic hours are: Monday, 2:30-4:30, Tbesday, 10:00-12:00,
Thursday, 2:30-4:30. All students are
encouraged to be screened by the PMP.
Do it---just for the 'health of it!

The Hilltop Health Club Bike Race
was held on Oct. 5 at 30)p.m. It was
a freezing, windy day, but 16 brave
people were at the starting line. The
supporters ran in for warmer clothing
while they waited for the bikers to
return. The 13Fzers were dripping wet
when they crossed the finish line.
Trophies were awarded. The Health
Club will be sponsoring another race
in the spring.
The winners were:
1st place
Chris Naimie
Renee Parent
2nd' place:
Skip Brown
Linda Cuddy
3rd place:
Kenan Krug
Jennifer Riefler
Participants:
Ed Cuddy
David Driscoll
David McLain
Tom Mundell
Dana Snyder
Sara Rizkalla
David Dodd
Jonathan Sands
David Miller
Steve Vachon
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